
                                                                                                               Purdue Oct 27 [18]85. 
My own darling Effie: 
          I received your letter yesterday morning on time and had looked for an answer to mine 
of last Tuesday for I supposed you would get it on Friday morning.  But I don’t complain darling 
a bit for you are doing splendidly this year on the letter business.  The letters are a great help & 
to have them every day is a great help too.  I manage to get along most of the time pretty 
comfortably and I do hope we shall be able to go through the year so.  Yesterday morning Mr. 
Gorby came over & we spent another day or most of the day in the Museum.  I have given him 
quite a lot of things and h expect a good lot of specimens for our cabinets.  He is a good fellow 
and I got pretty well acquainted with him.  I wish I had the necessary assistance to make that 
museum a good one but I must be content to do with it the best I can__  G. left at 3:30 & at the 
same time Ward of Rochester arrived & introduced himself to me_  Ward wanted to see our 
collections.  Of course I knew at once that he had come to sell us something if he could & laid 
low until he should make his proposition.  We went all through the museum and then he broke 
out.  He wanted to know if I could find a man to give money enough to pay for the mounting of 
a set of skins if he could furnish me the skins gratis.  He proposed to give us some fine things if 
we would pay for having them mounted at his establishment.  He wanted us to take anywhere 
between $500. & $3000.  I waited till he got done & then asked if he would let us go in $250. on 
the same terms.  He said it would hardly pay but he would do it.  Then I told him I would be 
most glad to try & work it up[,] that there would be two difficulties[:] the cost of mounting & 
then the cost of erecting sufficient cases for display.  He promised to send me a catalogue with 
the things marked & a price list for mounting the different things.  He then told me about 
Jumbo. He is working on the old pet for Barnum[,] stuffing the skin and also preparing the 
skeleton.  He says it is a big job and I guess he is about a right.  Then we had a faculty meeting 
to consider the cases of the students who were so disorderly last Thursday night but nothing 
was done.  They put off the meeting until this afternoon at on which time occasion they will kill 
some more time.  Last night at one minute past ten I heard someone give a regular war whoop 
at the dormitory.  I was on the lookout at the lab & rushed out just in time to hear a horn blown 
from one of the windows.  I spotted the room[,] went there & demanded the horn & it was 
handed over.  These two men were [ill.] involved in the scrape of Thursday evening & one is a 
fellow called Hart[,] one of these sanctimonious cusses who are always being run over.  His 
chum Shortle blew the horn and it was Harts horn.  (It will prove Hartshorn for both of them if 
they dont walk pretty straight).  Hart protested against my taking the horn.  I told him that he 
could see Dr. Smart if he didn’t like it.  Shortle owned up at once to having blown the horn but 
said he tho’t it wasn’t in study hours.  Today I shall meet those students & have a plain 
understanding that we aren’t going to tolerate any such nonsense at all & that those who want 
to use or loan noisy instruments to be used to the disturbance of their neighbors can either give 
them up or leave the building as they choose.  I shall have things quiet there or empty the 
building.  I know that most of the boys are all right but they lost their heads the other evening.  
I didn’t write last night because there was some work at the lab I had to do.  I am pretty busy 
now.  I can take the hour after supper for my letter & that is my best time but to do that I must 
give up the piano entirely.  I do that often & some days dont open the piano.  Of course if I ever 
felt that it came to a choice as it has sometimes between my letter or the piano I should take 
the letter but last night I expected to write later.  Now Darling I must stop.  I will write you a 



better letter tonight I hope tho there is a lecture which I may be forced to attend.  Hallowe’en 
comes this week & I am anxious to get the boys all straight before that time & avoid trouble on 
that night.  I shall most certainly fire some out of the dormitory unless they can walk pretty 
straight up to the mark_   
      Now Effie Love goodbye with deepest fondest love all the time from your own loving 
                  Harry. 


